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New Control4 Certified Audio Driver for Fusion Research
The driver now support Fusion's new Summit OS
Danville, CA 3/28/17 - Fusion Research, one of the longest tenured Control4 manufacturing partners,
announced that its latest music server driver built to support their new Summit operating system has
been officially certified by Control4. This driver includes mini-driver support for Fusion’s streaming apps
which gives Control4 dealers immediate access to those apps from the Listen screen on the Control4
interface.
Now available directly in Control4’s Composer, this latest driver was designed with input from Control4
engineers and makes the Fusion line perhaps the most feature rich third party music server line
available for Control4 today. It takes advantage of all the new features available in the new Summit line
of music servers including all of its popular streaming apps. In addition, Fusion’s multiple iTunes account
synchronization and back-up make it ideal for client’s who want to be able to play all their own music
without keeping the host iTunes computer turned on.
“We worked hard to make this driver similar to the former driver that Extra Vegetables employed for
Control4 that was such a dealer favorite”, mentioned Alex Fanti, CTO of Fusion Research, “In this way,
dealers can ensure that the product installation and consumer feel will be close to what they used to be
able to achieve with that now defunct driver.”
All of Fusion’s current music servers run the Summit OS and feature very high quality audio output (24bit/192kHz) with support for most audiophile’s favorite music formats. Single source servers with BurrBrown DAC’s start at $499 MSRP and multiple source units start at $799.
Sold only through custom integration professionals, Fusion products are available directly from the
manufacturer or through the Control4 dealer portal. As a Platinum dealer, Fusion offers one of the
highest margins in the server category. For more information, dealers should visit www.fusionrd.com
or call 925.217.1233

About Fusion Research
Fusion Research is a leading manufacturer of media servers, allowing people to collect, manage, and
display their media throughout their home, business or yacht. The company’s products have received
numerous awards and industry recognition. Fusion supports Blu-ray, DVDs, music & streaming media.
Fusion is an official partner with most control companies and has drivers available for Control4, Elan,
Niles Auriel, SpeakerCraft, Savant, RTI, Crestron, Vantage, Compass Controls and URC. Fusion is
headquartered in California with engineering in Maryland.

